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QUESTION 1

Which three statements are true regarding a multitenant deployment where each tenant managed its own infrastructure
in vRealize Automation? (Choose three.) 

A. Each tenant has an IaaS administrator who could create fabric groups and appoint fabric administrators with their
respective tenants. 

B. Fabric administrators CANNOT create reservations for business groups in other tenants. 

C. Each tenant must provide its own infrastructure resources and CANNOT share a common infrastructure. 

D. The system administrator is the only user who logs in to the default tenant to manage system-wide configurations
and create tenants. 

E. Fabric administrators manage reservations only for the users in their own tenant. 

Correct Answer: ADE 

Reference: https://docs.vmware.com/en/vRealize-
Automation/7.4/com.vmware.vrA.prepare.use.doc/GUID-12E7F3C7-744E-43E3-B6B6-ACDC28B70261.html 

 

QUESTION 2

When considering over- provisioning storage within a vRealize Automation reservation, which two statements are true?
(Choose two.) 

A. The use of linked clones should be avoided because a possible storage migration within vCenter will inflate the
VMDK and invalidate the reservation\\'s reserved capacity value. 

B. A virtual machine\\'s allocated storage is measured against a reservation\\'s reserved capacity while its used storage
is measured against the reservation\\'s free capacity. 

C. Thin-provisioning must be enabled within your blueprints by adding the VirtualMachine.Admin.ThinProvision custom
property with a value of True. 

D. Storage reservation must be set to a value lower than the datastore\\'s physical capacity. 

Correct Answer: CD 

 

QUESTION 3

An IaaS Administrator has been tasked with organizing virtualization compute resources and cloud endpoints into fabric
groups by type and intent. One or more fabric administrators will manage the resources in each fabric group. Which are
three considerations to take into account when designing the fabric groups? (Choose three.) 

A. Fabric administrators are responsible for creating reservations on the compute resources in their fabric groups to
allocate fabric to specific business groups. 

B. Fabric administrators monitor the resource use for their group(s) and often are approvers for catalog requests. 
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C. Fabric administrators may submit requests on behalf of other users. These users could be a member of more than
one group and have different roles in different groups. 

D. The IaaS administrator must grant the role of fabric administrator to the appropriate users. 

E. Fabric groups will be created in a specific tenant, but their resources could be made available to users who belong to
business groups in all tenants. 

Correct Answer: ADE 

Reference: https://pubs.vmware.com/vCAC-61/index.jsp?topic=%2Fcom.vmware.vcac.concepts.doc%2FGUID-
CC81881E-8DE0-4A09-ABC2-2B34240E5686.html 

 

QUESTION 4

A new vSphere cluster has been added to a production environment. The architect has been tasked with managing this
cluster from vRealize Automation . Which two methods could be used to begin consuming this new cluster for all future
deployments? (Choose two.) 

A. Create a new reservation using the new compute resource and set the priority to a lower number than the existing
production reservation. 

B. Create a new reservation using an existing compute resource and set the priority to a higher number than the existing
product ion reservation. 

C. Modify the existing production reservation by changing the compute resource used to the new vSphere cluster. 

D. Create a new reservation using the new compute resource and disable the existing production reservation. 

Correct Answer: BC 

 

QUESTION 5

An architect is tasked with designing a backup strategy for vRealize Orchestrator as part of an upcoming production
rollout of a Cloud Management Platform. Which are two valid backup design recommendations? (Choose two.) 

A. If vRealize Orchestration is embedded within the vRealize Automation appliance, perform its backup along with
Manager Services for vRealize Automation. 

B. Perform backup of vRealize Orchestrator virtual machines in the order of the startup priority. 

C. If vRealize Orchestrator is a standalone component, perform its backup before backing up vRealize Automation
components in no particular order. 

D. Perform file-level backup of the Orchestrator database only after a successful full virtual machine backup. 

Correct Answer: CD 

Reference: https://pubs.vmware.com/vrealize-suite-60/index.jsp?topic=%2Fcom.vmware.vrsuite6.0.backuprestore.doc%
2FGUID-87A2DCE2-D8DB-4077-8FC2-8EAFB9AB46A5.html 
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